The effect of turbulent intermittcncy on scattered acoustic signals is studied, By using the Rice-Nagakami probability density function, a theory is developed for partially saturated signals. There are two free parameters: one to describe the degree of intermittence, and a second the degree of saturation. Comparisons between predicted and measured probability density functions for intensity are found to be in excellent agreement.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional scattering theory predicts that the signal intensity will have an exponential probability density function (pdf). This result is based upon a Rayleigh distribution for the acoustic pressure and ensemble averaged statistics for the turbulence. 1 It neglects the fact that atmospheric turbulence is inherently inhomogeneous and intermittent, Periods of high activity are embedded in periods of relative calm. By considering intermittence, Wilson et al. successfully predicted the pdfs of fully-saturated, scattered signals measured within an acoustic shadow zone. 2 The relation for the intensity pdf has one free parameter, the intermittence parameter o, which characterized the strength of the intermittent effects. They concluded that local spatial and temporal changes in sound speed msociated with intermittence increase the likelihood of measuring large values of scattered acoustic intensity. The more general ewe, in which the scattered signal is partially saturated, is considered in this paper. THEORY Rice studied the statistics of a stable signal in the presence of noise and developed what is now called the Rice-Nagakami pdf.3 Following the same approach as W7ilson et al. , but applying the Ric~Nagakami distribution instead of the Rayleigh distribution for the pressure, an intensity pdf h= been derived that includes the effects of varying levels of intermittence and varying levels of saturation. The final expression for intensity probability takes the form where lU = (1)(1 -S). The two model parameters are the intermittence parameter, u, and the saturation parameter, S. The saturation parameter ranges from O to 1 and characterizes the degree of saturation.
EXPERIMENT AND COMPARISONS
A field test was conducted over flat, hard ground at a range of 283 m, and at frequencies from 90 to 500 Hz. The meteorological conditions were sunny with a mean wind along the propagation path of 1.8 m/s. Downwind propagation data were collected over a 50 min period and normalized intensity distributions were calculated. The second and third intensity moments were used to find the interrnittency and saturation parameters. The results are summarized in Table 1 . Based upon a, there is no intermittence at 90 and 200 Hz, and significant intermittence at 350 and 500 Hz. Based upon S, the saturation incremes with frequency, from almost unsaturated propagation at 90 Hz to nearly fully saturated propagation at 500 Hz.
The comparisons between the calculated and predicted intensity pdfs are shown in Fig. 1 , where the intensity is normalized so that the mean is two. The agreement is excellent. The main features of the pdfs are the peak position and the tail magnitude. The peak position approached zero for nearly full sat urat ion (S R 1), and approaches the mean for nearly no saturation (S x O). The tail magnitude changes in response to the intermittence: the stronger the intermittence, the greater the probability of higher intensities. Both of these features are well predicted by the model for the four frequencies considered, where it is noted that the data spread at large intensity is due to small sample size. pdf (circles) and model prediction (solid line).
